AGENDA

8:30 – 9:00 am  Registration, Light Breakfast and Beverages

9:00 – 9:10 am  Welcome Introductions and Logistics – Annette Beck/Maggie Jesse/Steve Fleagle
Point out Unizin and Canvas and visitors so folks can talk with them throughout the day, Have SCIT members raise hands, EIT members raise hands, point out Ask Us Ribbons!

9:15 – 9:45 am  Keynote Number One – Iowa Faculty member – Jon Garfinkel (Finance)

9:50 – 10:20 am  Keynote Number Two – Colin Hesse, Oregon State University

10:20 – 10:35 am  Break

10:35 – 11:05 am  Unizin presentation/panel – Maggie Jesse/Steve Fleagle and Amin Qazi/Dave King (Unizin)

11:05 – 11:30 pm  Top Five things coming from Canvas – Instructure Staff

11:30 – 12:30 pm  Lunch – Canvas Conversations (informal conversations about Canvas with other faculty) perhaps advanced user and novice user tables, have mix of SCIT and EIT members at tables taking notes and answering questions, where needed

12:30 – 1:15 pm  Keynote Number Three – Ashley Hasty, Indiana University – Bloomington

1:20– 1:50 pm  Keynote Number Four – Steve Horowitz (American Studies) / Nina Prozzo (DCE Instructional Designer)

1:50 – 2:05 pm  Break

2:05 – 2:30 pm  Top Ten – Letterman Style, of takeaway nuggets of the most asked questions in Canvas – SCIT Members and EIT members

2:30-3:30 pm  Optional Informal Q&A – Unizin, Canvas, SCIT and EIT members available for specific questions

Noon – 5 pm  Optional Study Hall – “Wow, I learned this and want to do it right now” Mix of EIT and SCIT or ICON Collegiate Admins (ITS Training Room)

Any Breaks or Over lunch  Opportunity to go to breakout room and talk with Canvas vendor directly about how you teach and what would be nice feature to make your life easier (UCC 2520C)